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Introduction
A persuasive body of evidence from prospective cohort studies 

suggests that the Mediterranean diet (MD) is protective against the 
occurrence of several different health outcomes [1]. The diet refers 
to a dietary profile commonly available in the early 1960s in the 
Mediterranean regions and characterized by a high consumption of 
fruit, vegetables, legumes, and complex carbohydrates, with a moderate 
consumption of fish, and the consumption of olive oil as the main 
source of fats, a low-to-moderate amount of red wine during meals and 
a rare consumption of red meat. Thus, its adoption is very important 
among people of all ages. However, the higher cost per calorie of some 
recommended healthful foods included in the MD, such as fruit and 
vegetables, may restrict their use by people with limited resources [2]. 
Regarding studies investigating the MD in relation to its cost, a cohort 
study of Spanish university graduates showed that a Mediterranean 
dietary pattern is more expensive to follow than a western dietary 
pattern [3]. A more recent cross-sectional study on a sample of Italian 
subjects revealed that a higher income was independently associated 
with a greater adherence to MD-like eating patterns [4]. On the 
other hand, a nutritional intervention study conducted in a group of 
North American women showed that promoting a Mediterranean 
dietary pattern need not necessarily be associated with higher overall 
dietary costs [5]. Educating consumers about lower cost foods while 

selectively purchasing limited amounts of higher cost ones would be 
one solution for avoiding increased food expenses in the frame of a 
healthy diet. Another way to improve food preferences in communities 
and especially in those of low-income would be to increase the price 
of unhealthy foods in parallel with subsidies on healthy foods. Further 
studies on whether cost should be considered or not as a barrier in the 
adoption of the MD would shed more light on this issue. 
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